The Definition Series.

No-one’s closer to the music
Pick any of the world’s most famous music recordings or

When it really matters, artists and recording professionals

movie soundtracks and the chances are that Tannoy played

have always known they can trust Tannoy to deliver a sound

a part. That’s because, from day one, more recording studios

that gets as close to the essence of the performance as possible.

in Europe and the USA have chosen Tannoy monitors than

It’s this kind of dedication to sound integrity that Tannoy

any other.

designs and engineers into every speaker carrying their name.

D300

D500

D700

D900

D750

30 - 120

30 - 175

30 - 200

30 - 300

30 - 200

200

265

300

450

300

Sensitivity (2.8 Volts @ 1 metre)

88.5dB

91dB

93dB

94dB

90dB

Nominal Impedance

6 ohms

6 ohms

6 ohms

6 ohms

6 ohms

42Hz - 30kHz

40Hz - 30kHz

35Hz - 30kHz

28Hz - 30kHz

45Hz - 30kHz

165mm

200mm

254mm

300mm

200mm

–

200mm

254mm

300mm

2 x 200mm

Ducted port reflex

Resistively ported twin
chamber coupled reflex

Resistively
ported reflex

Resistively
ported reflex

Closed box

14.5kg

28kg

41kg

57kg

33kg

829 x 251 x 239

934 x 314 x 344

990 x 374 x 367

1145 x 428 x 464

360 x 960 x 530

PERFORMANCE
Recommended amp. power Watts per channel
Peak Watts power handling

Frequency response +/– 3dB
DRIVER CONFIGURATION
Cast Chassis Dual Concentric™ Drive Unit
Supplementary Cast Chassis Bass Unit
CABINET
Enclosure Type
Weight
Dimensions H x W x D mm
Finish

All Definition models available in American Cherry or Rosewood with Black Jersey weave grille cloth over non diffraction tooled frame
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The power to move you.

Definition from Tannoy. The true audiophile technology to convince you.
In nature, all sounds

If one thing defines music, it’s the power it has to move people.

start from a single

The best audio equipment brings that emotion to life in all its

point, with waves

shades and subtleties. Using technology direct from the world of

radiating out evenly

professional sound recording and reproduction, Definition speakers

in every direction.

deliver the ultimate in dynamic range, stereo precision and detail

Tannoy’s Dual Concentric™ technology

resolution. Each model has been designed to compliment the very

emulates this by placing the tweeter directly

best audiophile electronics.

behind the bass cone, so again the sound
comes from a single point and all frequencies
reach your ear simultaneously.

D300 Slim and elegant floor

D500 To make the most of the

standing speaker for small to
medium sized rooms. Superb stereo
imaging from the single 165mm
Dual Concentric™ drive unit and
deep bass capability, despite its
compact size.

modest cabinet proportions, this
model employs a double-chamber
reflex system for extended and
controlled bass. High power
handling with impressive accuracy.

D700 Imposing floor standing
model for large rooms. The D700
is capable of generating the full
scale and impact of live music.
Stunning performance when used
as the main pair in a high quality
home theatre system.

D900 Spectacular performance
from the flagship Definition model.
Enormous power handling
capability with astonishing impact
and yet capable of portraying all of
the subtlety and emotion of music
and film sound tracks even at low
listening levels.

Definition speakers are uniquely equipped to succeed, featuring
as they do Tannoy’s patented Dual Concentric™ drive unit
technology. The rigidity of the die-cast chassis combined with the

Trapezoidal cabinet
design reduces diffraction

oversized magnet assembly ensures this drive unit provides reliable,
effortless performance.
Not only do the real wood veneer cabinets look great, but the
multi-faceted design play their part in enhancing the acoustic
performance. Non-parallel side panels help break up standing
waves within the cabinet, minimising colouration and
interference from panel resonance.
Even at high volumes, the result of all this is superb musical
dynamics with low distortion and crisp, pinpoint stereo imaging.
The musical truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.

The patented Tannoy
Dual Concentric™ driver
Integral diffraction ring
blends HF wavefront
for better imaging.
Massive Twin
Magnet design.

Injection
moulded, mineral
filled graded
thickness cone
gives optimum
rigidity.

Copper clad edge
wound aluminium
ribbon voice coil
improves sensitivity.

Tulip Waveguide
gives ideal
spherical wavefront
for point source
stereo imaging.
Beryllium copper
leadouts for
high fatigue
resistance.
Coincident acoustic
point source ensuring
phase coherence.

High rigidity cast chassis
eliminates resonance.

Vented
suspension
chamber reduces
distortion.

Nitrile rubber surround
eliminates resonances
and improves linearity.

The ultimate Home Cinema experience.
The hallmarks of wide dynamic range, high power handling and pin-point accuracy
which characterise the Tannoy Dual Concentric™ drive unit makes Definition the ideal
solution for home cinema, especially 5.1.
All models can easily handle the most demanding movie soundtracks, generating the
scale, excitement and impact so everybody can enjoy the best seat in the house.
D750
A reference standard centre channel loudspeaker
for the home cinema connoisseur. A heavy gauge
steel plate lining in the cabinet provides additional
damping and ensures that the drive units are fully magnetically shielded. The D750
boasts ultra high performance and has been called ‘…the biggest, boldest, heaviest
and also, surely, the best-made centre-speaker ever!’ by the specialist Home
Cinema press (Home Cinema Choice, 1998).
Best Home Cinema Speaker System
“Leagues ahead in both price and performance, is the Tannoy Definition
D500/ D750 set up... these huge, beautiful speakers produce ‘a soundstage
with amazing three-dimensional depth’” (What Video & TV January 1999).

Typical Definition
Home Cinema System

